
This Escape-Chair® is most suitable for 
helping you to meet your minimum legal 
requirements and is suitable for general 
use in public buildings. This chair can take 
an individual down a flight of straight stair 
within an emergency. 
This model has basic features only but can also be 
fitted with additional features such as a footrest. 

These manual downward Evacuation Chairs are 
suitable if you only need to offer the basic level of 
assistance in an emergency evacuation. It folds 
up and can be stored away neatly against a wall 
or in a cabinet.

 Designed to travel downstairs only
 Maximum carrying capacity: 185 kg.

ESCAPE-CHAIR® ST-B Manual evac chair for 
general use
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Applications
  Any situation that requires moving a person 

with reduced mobility downstairs

 Fire evacuation

Why choose the 
ESCAPE-CHAIR® ST-B

  Light weight, easy to operate

 Ready to use within a few seconds

  Unfolding stand with wide wheel base for 
horizontal transport

 Ergonomic single backrest

  Anti-slip on operating handle and lower 
bracket

 Operating handle: 1 position

 Standard seat

 Head rest including immobilisation band

 Optional: Padded (upholstered) headrest.
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Specifications

Capacity 185kg

Weight 10kg

Dimensions (folded) 102 x 51 x 18 cm

Warranty Warranty: 6 years 
(not including 
general wear 
and tear)

Manufacturer Escape Mobility 
Products Ltd

About us

Evaccess provide the most comprehensive 
range of evacuation chairs and stairclimbers to 
improve safety when getting people in and out 
of buildings. Important - people have different 
needs and therefore require different choices.

Evaccess have formed a partnership with 
Escape Mobility Company Ltd, since 2019. 
We are a UK distributor and we work on their 
behalf to complete service and training jobs 
across the whole of the UK and Ireland.  
Evaccess are also responsible for completing 
Site Survey’s for Escape Mobility, who are based 
in the Netherlands, but work with many other 
countries internationally.


